Pilkington Oriel Collection
Introducing the new Pilkington Oriel Collection

This exciting range of stunning, high-end decorative etched glass designs is manufactured using either Pilkington Optifloat™ or Pilkington Optifloat™ Opal substrate to offer excellent light transmission in combination with various levels of privacy. The inspiring range is available in a variety of contemporary and traditional designs, each with a modern opaque appearance which is both functional and attractive.

All the designs in the Pilkington Oriel Collection have a matt appearance with a smooth and durable surface to provide a guaranteed uniform surface finish, ideally suited for use in a wide range of domestic and commercial applications:

- Kitchen & bathroom splashbacks
- Kitchen cupboards
- Displays and ballustrades
- Domestic and commercial partition walling for example en-suites, loft conversions and office screening
- Furniture
- Doors
- New and replacement windows
- Shower screens
Pilkington Oriel Linear™
Finish: Single sided etch
Pilkington Oriel *Canterbury™ Opal*
Double sided etch
(Design and Pilkington *Optifloat™ Opal*)
Pilkington Oriel Cirque™
Single sided etch
Pilkington Oriel Bay™ Opal
Double sided etch
(Design and Pilkington Optifloat™ Opal)
Pilkington Optifloat™ Opal
Single sided etch
Opacity

Our products offer varying degrees of opacity as illustrated here.

The new Pilkington Oriel Collection of high end decorative etched glass designs offers excellent light transmission together with varying degrees of privacy. Using different degrees of transparency the designs heighten the movement of light through glass.
Patterns

Our collection offers a range of contemporary designs.

A variety of decorative designs are available manufactured using high quality Pilkington Optifloat™ Clear and Pilkington Optifloat™ Opal. Each design gives different light and privacy characteristics in addition to a beautiful opaque appearance to create both practical and appealing environments.

Pilkington Oriel Cirque™ Single sided etch
Pilkington Oriel Linear™ Single sided etch
Pilkington Oriel Laurel™ Single sided etch
This publication provides only a general description of the products. Further, more detailed, information may be obtained from your local supplier of Pilkington products. It is the responsibility of the user to ensure that the use of these products is appropriate for any particular application and that such use complies with all relevant legislation, standards, codes of practice and other requirements. To the fullest extent permitted by applicable laws, Nippon Sheet Glass Co. Ltd. and its subsidiary companies disclaim all liability for any error in or omission from this publication and for all consequences of relying on it.

The Pilkington Texture Glass design brand names are registered trademarks.

Please note that imagery throughout is for illustration purposes only.

CE marking confirms that a product complies with its relevant harmonised European Norm.
The CE marking label for each product, including declared values, can be found at www.pilkington.com/CE
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